Founded by Karen Lindsay some 15 years ago. Little White Goats cheese had humble beginnings. With just a few goats, a love of great food
and a curiosity about what could be created, Karen set out to create a cheese like no other.With no background in Cheese, but armed with
a love of animals, a history of farming and plenty of determination. Karen has grown from just a few head of Goats to over 70 today (not
including those who have moved to other farms to ensure the genetic diversity of the herd).The farm is set in the hinterlands behind
Brisbane, nestled in between acres of banana farms, Karen's goats enjoy clean air, lots of sunlight and no lack of love.Karen sees to it herself
that the herd is milked daily and tended to with care. She oversees the breeding and ‘kidding’ of the herd, a task far from the glamorous
cheeseboards with wine that can be enjoyed because of her hard work.
Little White Goat Cheese is truly a family affair, with Karens mother, Fay, often found by her side at the markets or in the cheese room, the
grandkids cuddling the ‘kids’ and her husband helping load feed. It is this love and passion that comes through in the cheese and some may
argue is the secret ingredient.A sustainable and ethical approach is taken in managing the herd, this means they breed naturally at their
normal time of year. However as a result of this Little White Goat Cheese does experience seasonality in its supply.To allow the brand to
have a constant supply of cheese, Little White Goat Cheese sources Buffalo, Camel and Cow Cheese from partner farms.These farms are
all personally sourced and visited by Karen to ensure they share the same values of care for their animals as Karen does for hers.
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MEET THE FAMILY -No this isn’t the part where there is a bounty of hilarious kids photos…well….not the human kind at least!Its hard to
explain why Little White Goat cheese’s taste different without explaining how the farm is different.The herd is split, boys and girls are kept
seperate. We will spare you the details, but in short, the boy goats tend to wee on and around the girl goats which then impacts the flavour
of the girl goats milk…it gives the milk a more ‘gamey’ flavour.By separating the boys from the girls the milk is smoother in its flavour profile
which means the cheese starts on the smoothest base and results in an overall smoother tastier cheese. The goats at Little White Goat
Cheese are not subjected to any kind of hormone or light therapy to affect their breeding cycle and milk supply, they cycle and breed just
like nature intended.The Little White Goat Cheese goats are milked every day. They enjoy a hearty feed while they are milked and Karen
supervises each goats milking process to ensure they are not at any point stressed or uncomfortable.Each goat at Little White Goat Cheese
has its own name. They come to their name to be milked each morning. The hardest part is coming up with new names each year for the
new additions.The milk the goats at Little White Goat Cheese produce is creamier than most Goat Milk. This is thanks to their high quality
diet…and all the hugs they get probably helps as well. Yes, they are part of the family and they are treated as well as any family member
would be… and you can taste the difference.

CHBFB300 LITTLE WHITE GOAT BUFFALO FETA IN BRINE
CHMBF300 LITTLE WHITE GOAT MARINATED BUFFALO FETA
CHPGF300 LITTLE WHITE GOAT FETA

300 GRAMS
300 GRAMS
300 GRAMS

Special Introductory Price for December
LITTLE WHITE GOAT CURRENTLY PRODUCE A
SEASONAL RANGE OF GOAT, BUFFALO, CAMEL .
THE RANGE IS SEASONAL AND THE AVAILABILITY OF
CERTAIN KINDS WILL VARY BY THE TIME OF YEAR.
info@jimele.com.au
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$12.60
$14.00
$11.80

